
Introduction to Graphic Design

Tuesdays 6:05–8:05 PM
15 sessions 

This course is an introduction to the study of graphic design as a communication
tool on a professional level. 

AREAS OF EXPLORATION

The designer’s role as a communicator & innovator of design; creative, technical, & business 
skills will be developed to reach a specific target audience; the steps in creating a project 
from concept through execution; the visual quality of the final artwork through the use of 
high-resolution imagery & dynamic composition; the importance of graphic design as an
 informative & promotional presence in both commerce & society.

TOPICS 

The graphic design field: high resolution vs. low resolution (including the internet) 
imagery; creating high quality artwork: conventional/digital techniques; color usage: visual, 
emotional and cultural; the use of appropriate fonts to enhance concepts; aspects of 
dynamic page layout: supersizing, cropping. Adobe Creative Suite: InDesign, Photoshop, 
Illustrator will be used. 

GOALS & OBJECTIVES

The goal of this course is to foster skills in graphic design, as both art form & communication 
tool. Students will build familiarity with typography, hierarchy, branding, relationship of images 
& meaning, & develop an understanding of how to design across multiple digital platforms 
(web, mobile, social feeds). Students will also be excpected to represent their ideas in a logical 
& articulate fashion, through brief presentations. 

Art shows us that human beings still matter in a 
world where money talks the loudest, where 

computers know everything about us & where 
robots fabricate our next meal & also our ride there.

– JOHN MAEDA



ASSESSMENT

Grading is based on the individual progress of each student. Students will be expected to 
come to class prepared with progress on weekly assignments & complete project deadlines 
to receive a passing grade. Participation in class discussions, critiques, & the course blog 
are also expected. 

ATTENDENCE

Attendance & participation in all class meetings is mandatory. If a student has more than 
three unexcused absences during the semester, upon the discretion of the instructor the 
student may receive a failing grade. Multiple ate arrivals will also have adverse effects 
on final grades.

MATERIALS

Basic studio tools & materials are required. Basic computer skills & computer access are
required. Students are encouraged to compile a library of digital fonts, graphic design &
typography books, & illustration & photographic collections. 

PROJECTS

Projects include developing a brand, creating a style guide, logo & visual system. Photoshop, 

Illustrator, and InDesign will be used, along with traditional sketching and hand skills.

Please note: Course will meet in a Mac lab.

Computer facilities fee: $25

CLASS SCHEDULE

January 20
Overview of the semester.
Assignment: Start course blog, mini presentation, start thinking about your brand. 

January 27
History of Graphic Design Presentations
Mission Statements
Assignment: Start working on moodboard, mission statement, 5 words 

February 10
Gestalt Theory & Color Theory
In-Class Exercise: Practicing Gestalt Principles
Assignment: Choose 3 potential color schemes for your brand

February 17
Review Moodboards and Mission Statement
Typography



In-Class Exercise: Drawing Type, Typographic Systems
Assignment: Choose 3 type systems for your brand 

February 24
In-Class Exercise: Abstraction & Form Making, Patterns
Assignment: Blog post, continue refinding brand elements. 

March 3
Symbols and Iconography
Brand vs. Identity vs. Logo
File Formats, Color Modes, Pixels vs. Vectors
Assignment: 5 logo sketches

March 10
Tracing images in Illustrator
Assignment: Finalize one logo sketch

March 17
In-Class Work Session: Translate logos to vector format
Assignment: Work on translating logo to vector format

March 24
Brand Identity Elements
Photoshop: Photo retouching (gradient maps, levels, saturation, noise, lighting).
Assignment: Choose brand elements to mock up. 

March 31
Photoshop: Mocking up Brand Elements
Assignment: Work on brand elements

April 7
Photoshop: Mocking up Brand Elements
Assignment: Work on brand elements

April 14
Tutorial: InDesign Master Pages, Packaging Files, Linking Files
Assignment: Work on brand elements, Sketch out 3 layout options for style guide

April 21
Group Critique
TBD: Guest Lecture

April 28
In-Class Work Session: Laying out Style Guide in InDesign
Assignment: Work on style guide layout and brand elements 

May 5
Final critiques and discussion. 
Assignment: Finalize style guide layout and all elements

*course schedule subject to change. 



PROJECTs
HISTORY MINI PRESENTATION
Choose an influential designer and give a (very) brief presentation about their work, 
philosophy, and significance in the design world. Choose 3-5 images or video clips to 
reference their work with the class.

STYLE GUIDE
Pick a company, person, or event (or create your own), that needs a brand refresh. Be sure 
to choose a brand that you are familiar with; understanding the company’s mission and 
personality will be vital in creating a new identity for them. You can either choose to keep 
the brand’s current voice, or decide to bring the company in a new direction, as long as your 
message is clear and consistent, and is reflected visually.

Create a simple style guide for the brand. The style guide should cover the colors and 
typefaces the brand will use, along with its voice. Is this brand silly? Serious? Sophisticated? 
Funny? Pick 2-3 typefaces and 3-5 colors the brand will use, and lay this out in a document in 
InDesign. Write a short mission statement, and pick 5 words that describe your brand.

LOGO
Using your style guide as reference, create a new logo for the brand. Consider what the logo
will look like in black and white and color, and across different platforms (web, print, business
cards, etc.). Avoid logos that are descriptive (ie: a logo for books that is a book), but rather,
consider abstraction and symbolism (interlocking circles for a company whose mission 
statement is about unity). Add this with usage guidelines to your style guide document.

IDENTITY SYSTEM
Create a visual system for the brand. This could be a stationery set (business cards, letterhead,
envelope), YouTube/Facebook/Twitter skins and backgrounds, t-shirts and tote bags, or 
something else. Examples will be covered in class


